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First Things First

From the Mann Himself

Letter from the Editor

Honor Not Submission

By Natalie Gessert
Concord managing editor
My favorite hymn, Lost in

the Night,

was moved

By John Mann

from # 394

seminary Pastor

in Lutheran Book of Worship to the Advent section # 243 in
Evangelical Lutheran Worship. The best choral rendering of this
piece sings,"

Lost in the Night do the

people yet

honor,

languish, longing

for morning the darkness to

vanquish, plaintively heaving a
sigh full of anguish," with a soft, persistent background verse:

Respect

writes

Dictionary.

We set out creches and many diligently wait until
Christmas Eve to place the wax Jesus in the manger. All year
long I wait for this time of year with familiar carols and hot
season

despise nor anger our parents and others in

authority,but instead honor, serve, obey, love and
respect them.

And yet, my experience with this commandment is that
people tend to fall off both sides of the horse. Sometimes,

fix today' s troubles, today.

could

honor" in the 9th Collegiate
Luther does us a bit better in the Small
of "

We are to fear and love God, so that we neither

only to wait;

grasping for hope someone may take charge of this raging world.
be better if someone

Webster

What does this mean?

be waiting for something, for someone already here.
He' s coming soon..?
Why do we wait?Most of our days are-spent with impatience,
would

to

Catechism:

strange to

It

shown

such recognition.

So

candle whites.

hurry this

esteem

respect or to any expression of

closer and

But it is strange how I

and

recognition of one' s right to great

weather is colder,
folks lend helping hands. There
are parties to while away the frost and red is fashionable once
again. The lingering dark feels safe, especially with pines and

glilhwein.

ME, fr. OF honor, fr. L.

another. Honor may apply to the

He' s coming soon... He' s coming soon..."
Advent is a season of favorites for me. The

families huddle

n. [

honos, honor]( 13c.):

the

This sort of authority equates with power; access to resources

same people

do this;

often

nearly

the same time.

The commandment is a warm admonition to those who

to distribute and organize. But for others, authority is the power
of a gentle hand. This kind of authority is recognized when the

would disregard or perpetually blame their parents or

delight that their teacher, friend, grandparents,
etc., is coming soon. For Dr. Roy Harrisville, it was the guidance
of Otto Piper, both in and out of the classroom
prodding him
through the waiting days of graduate school. For Hitoshi Adachi,

to slavish obedience( or guilt for our lack of it) that lasts a

young cry

others in authority. Such is surely not the honor to which
we are called. However, equally perilous is the temptation

with

charge over

the lives

lifetime. Parents and authorities are not to get the devotion

due to God and His love. Nor are they to control the lives of
their offspring into and throughout adulthood. Honor and

is tempered

with hours
young children
diaper washing to keep little bottoms safe and clean. Gracia
Grindal would agree. Those loving parents who stand over you
of

of

one

day

may hunch beneath

you as you wash

their aging

respect do not require submission forever!

Finding balance between honest love and personal
freedom is perhaps the task of a lifetime, but it is what I

body.

The best kind of authority is partnered with humility.The best
kind

of

The

authority is the
cold arrives and

power

to

believe God calls us to in this fourth commandment.

serve.

Advent begins

not with

waiting, but as

u..,.

we heard this past Sunday with the announcement of Mark:
The

beginning

God." We begin

of

Jesus Christ,

to save in this world has
and

I

were

Cord L ish Llst

the gospel about Jesus Christ, the Son

with

come

busy worrying

Gust in case you wanted to buy us something)

waiting. The authority
without our asking. While you
no

about economic

downfall

and

e j'er)i.... A goat

Colin... Cross Country skis or a sheep

paying

ata)]e . UZbeK Mail-order bride

the heating bills, He came. Especially during these cold months,
especially

when we read

the

wonder,

For her brother)

worry and warmth of the

q World Championship for any

rank...,

articles written in this issue about caring for those dear to us,

Minnesota

may see hope that One in charge has already arrived. He is
our beginning and He is our end. He is present even now so we
we

do

not

need.

have to

wait

He' s coming

for life to begin

soon...

but

yet,

or

for

sports team( Go Lynx!) s

Marie...SelF-washing dishes and
se(F-VaCumning Carpet

provision of all we

by red slippers 6USt IiKe Dorothy'st

He is here.
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Servant

Justin Nickel

By

nothing
the
about

question

As

one

of

from

that
a

wilderness

particularly
the intended

of

Given the

of a

I

answered.

is

year

for harm, there is
question gets

be honest
in

and

tell

you

the

that I am

still a work

question.

At times, I feel thrust into a

role

that I have not yet grown into; other

times, I feel
with

this
that

progress on

in

confident

and comfortable

leadership. I think, in

my

ambivalence

is the

a

authoritative

an

assuming

part,

result of

communities

the

to

risk, and

and seek the betterment of the neighbor;

be

no matter how incorrect or immoral

that

we may find that person to be. It is not
an authority that leads to judgment and

always

recognize

a misuse or even

one

still

who

understand

my

blasphemy.
with

As uncomfortable as it makes me

to think of myself as an authority on

and a

anything ( with the possible exceptions

authority, what a relief
freedom it is to realize that at the

this

of

cross.

process

It

seems

becomes

stand

Christ

center

and

his

that authority very easily
to self-security, at the

a means

expense of others.

domination, but an authority that asks
instead what needs to be done.

burgeoning

struggles
own

authority to control, manipulate and
feed one' s ego. It is the authority to serve
with humility, speak the truth in love

who would

to

pastoral

authority
authority takes

in how this

must

For

how to

much

Christian community.

potential

much at stake

be labeled

question of

and what shape pastoral

in the practice

this

growth of

up in this

wrapped

the

So

unfounded

any authority which puts one' s ego in
front of the needs of others can rightly

Luther community into
called internship, this is

pointed question.

As

manipulation

and

to satisfy my own ends.
as this concern may be, I

people

mindful of

q

released

God' s

lead Christian

authority
has been

who

control

of

think that it is wise for those

is

abstract

the

means

M. Div. intern

There

The First Shall Be Last

Authority:

Justification

by faith,

of

the

music of

The White Stripes

and The Hold Steady, but this, too, is
debatable), there is simply no way to
avoid the responsibility that comes with

serving God' s people in any capacity.

such abuses.

When viewed in light of the cross, this

Instead, justified as we are, self-security
is no longer the issue; what a difference

authority can be an opportunity to stand

however, does not

permit

authority is
understood! Not only does Christ stand as
this makes for how

the

one who

fear

as

role

and

pastoral

justifies, but he

also stands

authority that the

church

its leadership take. This is

not an

the form

of

in critical distance from a culture that is

seduced by perversions of authority that
lead to the control of others. In short, it

is the authority to let go of our fear and
inadequacy so that we may begin to see
the needs of those around us.

Sola Luther?
By Jordan

runs contrary to the central teaching of Christ and the gospel,
it does not carry the same sort of authority as the Word of

J. Scott

M. Div. Senior

God. Supposed " contradictions" in scripture need not alarm
to a Catholic

seminarian

us since we can rest confidently on scripture' s overall clarity

taste of what Martin Luther

and witness to Christ. We as Lutherans delight in applying

battle

theological hermeneutic to some degree when we preach the

Rome concerning biblical authority. My
friend was passionately explaining how the

clear witness of Christ in scripture and the centrality of Jesus'

While
friend, I
must

listening
got a

have

through in his

gone

own

y

y

with

Roman Catholic Church has

the Church

over scripture.

After

the first

Lutherans, in asserting Scripture

place.

all,

the Church, have things

Luther appealed to
and

believed

or papist.
where

he

scripture as

epitomized

argues scripture

rule, and everyone must
pointed

to

scripture

established

for sola Luther. I cannot count how many times I have heard,

his authority in faith and life
the

in Luther' s Lectures

is the

obey,

be

on

this

queen and"

and

he

he

appeals

subject

by

Galatians

of

is justified by
The

works

solution

for Luther

precisely because of its

was

see

that scripture is

gospel content.

out of

the

canon..."

as if

Secondly, we recognize that Luther did indeed employ a
"

canon within a canon." So we think that gives us the personal

liberty to arbitrarily do the same with whatever we do not like
about scripture. We become the final authority.The problem is
that Luther was very specific about his" canon within a canon"
and he applied a gospel-centered critique of scripture that he
believed scripture itself promotes( Gal 1: 8-9).

can

In both misapplications we are not allowing Christ and

person

scripture to stand over us. In the end, we, as Lutheran

authoritative

to allow it to stand over us and allow the work of the Holy Spirit
to guide us, convict us of our sin and lead us to Jesus Christ.

justification, how

like James 2:24:" You
and not by faith alone"?

square with a verse

to throw James

Luther's Works.

queen must

grace alone

wanted

Luther holds the last word! Sure, let us use Luther as a source
and as a guide, but let us not substitute sacred scripture with

to, her." Luther

to affirm we are justified

for his doctrine

" Luther

exegete, whether pietist

However,there is a problem with Luther rooting his doctrine
of justification by grace in the authority of scripture: a verse
in this " authoritative" book seems to chuck justification by
grace alone out the window! If scripture is Luther' s authority
which

or our teaching authority. Instead of sola scriptura, we opt

stands over

through faith, apart from works of the law( Eph 2: 8-9).

to

Yet there are two dangers, or misapplications, for us as ELCA
Lutherans. The first is that we make Luther our magisterium,

out of order.

scripture stands over

This is

cross, death and resurrection.

authority
the canon in

official

that a

Christians, are called to submit to the authority of scripture;

Where a

specific text
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Diapers
Washing
Between Comfort and Discomfort
f

By Hitoshi Adachi

put on the baby, usually the baby realizes the uncomfortable

M. Div. Senior

feeling immediately and starts crying. Although disposable
diapers are obviously convenient for parents, we felt that it

During my late 20' s and early 30' s, the
first thing I did in the morning was wash
half a dozen diapers or more. One of the

might be better that our babies felt the discomfort. Parents

meanings of parental

authority to

have a responsibility to put their children in between comfort
and discomfort.

All of our children have grown up by now; two of them are
in college and the last one is a junior in high school. This last
summer, my wife and I attended a parent session at Concordia

me was

to have a right to use cloth diapers and wash

them. I

like to

would

washing diapers:
The first is comfort. The image

two aspects of

explain

University, Irvine, to hear a professor speak about the recent
tendency of parental behavior toward their college children.

washing diapers is
somewhat similar to the image of Jesus washing the disciples'
feet, which He actually did for the children of God. Changing
and washing diapers are connected to the
baby' s comfort.
Parents share in the experience of their baby' s comfort. They

feel

of

He was explaining about " helicopter parents" or " hovering
parents." Even though their children have started their dorm

life, parents tend to monitor their children through cell phones
and email. If they find something is uncomfortable for their

changing diapers because they carefor their
love. It is important for parents to keep the

good about

children with
children safe,

The

healthy and

comfortable.

is contrary to the first
raising three children, very

second aspect

When we were

diapers

discomfort.

one:

disposable

As a Christian, I think that a parental authority is to

pretty reasonable cost. However,
that disposable diapers were too comfortable

discern and seek an appropriate balance between comfort
and discomfort in the light of Jesus Christ who was crucified,
which caused great discomfort and fear to the disciples, one
day after He washed their feet.

good

were available at a

someone

told us

for babies. In
parents

children, they immediately call the college office or come down
to the dorm. For example, parents complain about the number
of salad dressings at the cafeteria or come to the dorm to do
laundry.

other words,

they

know that they had

would

peed

delay

when

because they

babies let

would not

feel

uncomfortable right away. On the other hand, if a cloth one is

We Will Do, We Will
Allyson Lomax

By

ways.

life. Second,

M.A. Junior

will

In

examining
Fifth

the

its

of

wait

these words is as

or

belief to

justice. The Jews'

of which

not

go out and

do

commandment

there are over 600) is to do acts

justice,

and

hopefully,

and/ or motivation will

the meaning
follow

The Fifth Commandment, to honor

thy

mother

importance

father, holds great
meaning in defining the

and

and

Jewish people.

Honor
that

your

father

and your mother

your

Ex 20: 12)
This
other

4•

show

commandment

commandments

CONCORD

Finally, one

who

one receives will

gratitude

to G-d for His

What

smallest discomfort.
The

Talmud

( Kiddishun

30b)

Honor thy father and thy

Lord with thy substance; thus the Writ

lead them
It is an act

assimilates the honor due to parents to
that of the Omnipresent. It is said: `Ye

loving kindness, Gemilut Chasadim,

shall fear every man his father and his

take them in

herein lies the

one

with

In

defining
and

treated

mother'; and it is also said:` The Lord thy

not

turn

G-d thou shalt fear, and him thou shalt

mankind (

Sefer

serve'; thus the Writ assimilates the fear
of the parents to the fear of G-d."

person who

goodness

away before G-d
Hachinuch# 33).

honor

and

mitzvah.

to treat the

him/ her

honor

To feed

and

the

and

to

But, wait! How could anything be

the

compared to the honor and fear of G-d?
We are assured when Talmud( T.Bavil,
Babba Kamma 41b) says: " There are

commandment

to fear one' s

parents,

Talmud ( Kiddushin 31b) states: " What
is fear and what is honor?` Fear' means
that he [ the son] must

words,

nor

him. `Honor'

him food

tip the

means

and

drink,

in

three partners in Man, the Holy One,

contradict

blessed be He, the father and the mother.
When a man honors his father and his
mother, the Holy One, blessed be He, says
` I ascribe[ merit] to them as though I had

neither stand

place

nor

scales

against

that he must give
clothe and

cover

is different than

him, lead him in and out." We can see
from this passage that fear is actually

in

showing respect. It does not talk of

a number of

our parents do not experience even the

mother; and it is also said: Honor the

out:

his

is to care and provide essentials for our

parents when they are too old or infirm
to care for themselves, to the extent that

in

shelter and

for

abuse or being afraid. To honor, then,

and clothe,

this

constitutes

matters of parents?

of

Obey

continues, "

his [ the father' s]

days may be long in the land
that the Lord your G-d is giving to you..."
so

goodness

commandments.

acknowledge

the term itself. Jews do

for faith

acts of

of

order of

and

to

the

the importance of serving

come

terms

Wheshmah," We will do and We will obey"
as

and

one' s parents

recognition of

in

first

Ex 24: 7). The

G-d

of

for

gratitude

Commandment

Torah is the final authority in Jewish
belief. Torah is the book of G-d. Na aseh

important

lead to

long

rewards one with a

worshipping Him.
has gratitude for what

authority, one must

m;

First, it

dwelt among them and they had honored
Me."'

Parenting

Great Expectations
Honor Thy Parents

Responsibility ofAuthority
By Tony Fair
M. Div.

By Arianna Arends

y;

M. Div. Senior

Tis' the season to be jolly,but there is lots of laughter in
my house all year round because of my two sons, Everett,

Over the Thanksgiving
holiday I had plenty of time

age 10, and Maddox, age 6. I don' t think I could have asked

to

I have

role

I' m currently five months
pregnant and living 1, 400

from my
The

miles

that

week.

for their first
for my first
as

the

I

My

child.

respect

calmed

the

or

perfect,

Though

about

When it comes to my children, the word" my" onlyrefers to myresponsibility

for them

grows

and me on

labor

and

They
being

parent.

many points I have had trouble
my mother and father, particularly

my

Mom' s

menopause,

I' m

this phase

finding

both mutually

our relationship

aghinst

went

rebellion

college

when

of

respectful and

loving.
The

difficult

more

piece

currently

is

honoring and respecting my grandmother
who insists on giving advice, disparaging the
current

parenting

SIDS did not exist

methods.

In fact,

suggest putting babies to sleep on their backs
prevent

to

spit

SIDS; they

are much more

and choke and

up

and their place in it. I also get to nurture and encourage them to grow so they

can be their very best.
I never take it for granted that they will listen and obey my commands

by virtue of my position as father. They need to learn how to make good
decisions on their own, so I exercise parental guidance, not parental control
over them.

I love being a dad and they know it. Beyond the tickle fights, pillow fights,
dance-a-thons, knock-knock jokes and sing-a-longs, more than the riddles, the

rhymes and story times there is mutual respect and love for each other that
honors them, honors me and honors God.

She insists that

when she was young.

she claims that today' s experts are wrong to
to

father.

for them and not ownership thereof. These children don't belong to me; they
belong to God. It is by His authority that I have stewardship over their care,
and that goes beyond just being a provider of creature comforts. As a strong
male role model, I help them learn about themselves, the world around them

at

honoring

members of society some day. Since God commands us
all to honor our mothers and fathers, I thought I would share about being a

excitement

good- enough,

even

doting parent, pray that they will grow up to be productive

parents

finances.

not sufficient

my fears

visiting

in my

see

grandchild echoes

love, if

of

have

who we were

tell of raising my brother

they

lots

family,

excitement

for two more wonderful boys. They' re intelligent, talented,
conscientious and just a whole lot of fun. I, like any other

the changing
in my family.

reflect on

die in that

My Favorite

likely

By Michael Vinson

position.

M.Div. Middler

Just what a hormonal pregnant woman wants
to hear! I found myself praying for patience,

trying to ignore her
But how
She

raised

she could.

I

can

still continue

her first born, my

My

This is by far the favorite commandment for those of us
with children. Say it with me," you are to honor your father
and mother." There is, however, an interesting tension in
my household. Not that of fear, but of love. At any moment,
my children think that if they step out of line, I will bring
about Old Testament law like they have never seen. Not

biting my tongue.

and

to honor her?

mother,

mother raised

Commandment

the best

her first born,
my first
I hope my
the intent of

because I am a mean father, but because God has called
me to raise children that will fear and love God. In this I am to teach them

my actions even when she doesn' t understand
the particulars. I hope when I am older my

how to be good Christians and good citizens in God' s world. Sometimes with
children it takes some law to put them on the right path. They also live in

the love behind every

the understanding that their father and mother love them so much that they

me,

the best

born,

she could.

also a girl,

daughter

can

learn to

granddaughter will see

misspoken word and

sinner and saint

I know I

And I' ll

raise

the best I can.

thoughtless deed.

in this

will express

respect

vocation of

love

more

As

a

parenting,

clearly

at some

times and my fear, ignorance and anger more

clearly at other times.
I can honor the love
of

my

and

good

intentions

parents, grandparents, spouse, siblings

friends. As the completely dependent little
one inside me proves, we cannot live on our
own without the love of others. I pray that my
and

daughter
broken
how

will

honor my good intentions in my
to show my love and discover

attempts

much more our

Savior loves her.

would die for them. It is a love so deep that they will never fully understand it
until they have their own children.

Through this description of my responsibilities as a parent, I find myself
touching on what the Fourth Commandment truly means to me. It goes much
deeper than calling children to be good or to honor their parents. The Fourth
Commandment calls parents to live up to a higher standard and be honorable.
As parents we have been entrusted with the upbringing of young Christians.
We are called to make sure that they are given the opportunity to grow in their
faith. We are also called to show them how a Christian family lives in all of
the dysfunction of life, always remembering that, at its core, God has made

us family,and in God we must fear, love and trust. In our fear, love and trust
in God we will be honorable parents and have children that will honor us as
their parents.
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Doctor-Father

About

My

Teacher

By Roy Harrisville

Someone east of Chicago cared

Professor Emeritus

When thought

first

was

given

to

Y

be nothing of the Doctor-Father
sort about it, I cringed. I would never have
would

so he told me I would be working on the concept of newness in
the New Testament. That is what I did.

Without

Next, I went to Uncle Otto and said two years engagement
spelled pressure like you would not believe, so he told me to go
ahead, and we would live in his house. The bed was a V-8 but the

job everybody hates

rent was fantastic; I got the upstairs study and worked away on

money to go on vacation.
Let me tell you about my last teacher, Otto Alfred Wilhelm

newness," while Norma took the train to Manhattan to sketch
patterns at Butterick' s. If you have ever lived with Germans, as
I have more than once, you will remember the drill. I was told

one

I

would

have

but does just to

through school smorgasbord-style.

I have

always needed a teacher.

up in some

menial

make some

through the

shot

gotten

ended

Piper. A descendant

Lutherans

of

neck and

the Stacheldracht
pulled a corpse off

face

and

and

Huguenots, he had been

left for dead,

during WWI. Someone

hanging

on

his body move,
the ambulance and piled him on. He went for
saw

degree in systematic theology at the University of Strassburg
in Alsace. It is spelled" Strasbourg" now, ever since the French
took it back.( Dr.Mike and Eva Rogness lived there for a while.)
a

I can never remember where" Uncle Otto"-first began to teach,

I think it

being

to National Socialism. The fact that he had a Jewish

wife, of course,
went

Miinster, then later at G6ttingen. At any rate,
into hot water big time with his

was at

a political animal, he got

opposition

didn' t

endear

into exile in Britain

Princeton, that " cultural
euchred

him to the average Kraut. So, he

John Alexander Mackay of
of North America," met and

where

center

him into coming here.

When I got through my qualifying exams with smoking
munching chocolates and staying up till four o' clock,

wondered" what now?"

where to put the wet garbage, the dry garbage, the newspapers,
the magazines and was ordered to help Norma with the wash

on Saturdays. I got nailed for smoking, for reading novels, had
to help wrap boxes for folks across the puddle who had lost
everything in the war( one asked for rubber tires for his old

VW) and had my friends warned away because I was working
on my thesis. Uncle Otto read every blessed page of my
dissertation and peppered me with notes. My father had died
in the meantime and I could hardly tell the difference between
the real and the surrogate.

Piper could be a bear. Once, we went out to the old
Baltimore Lunch. I proceeded to regale him with all the errors,
misconceptions, prejudices and what-not attached to Rudolf

Bultmann's theology. Those days, it was " Hark, the Herald

stogies,

I

whether or not I lived or died.

a

doctoral program here at Luther Seminary
and some genius on the faculty said there

Piper told

me what classes

to take for

Angels Sing, Bultmann is the Latest Thing." Piper looked at
me, growled "

how

naive you are!"

got up and walked out of

the restaurant, with me sucking my thumb and trailing after.

the residence requirements. At first, I thought his seminar in

On another memorable occasion, I had handed in my study of

the Synoptics

four Latin harmonies of the Gospels. Instead of delivering the
usual type text I produced a scroll reaching from one end of my

little

was

critical stuff. I

thought

department that

and

took me

wife,

of

to
for interviews

would allow me

of mine set me up

Piper, with a

Elizabeth,

for his

retain

with

my purity. A friend
the systematicians.

my irritation
walks. I would bet good money that his

sixth sense

on

blasphemy; all that historicaljumping ship and transferring to a

short of

long

students, noted

him do it. She

made

always stuck a plate of

my door when I missed those
get-togethers at his house. At any rate, I was
goodies outside

Chicago cared whether or not I lived
When Elizabeth died on Thanksgiving

east of

asthma sufferer)

to

Germany

spread

them

about not

I

over

was one of

her

with

her

snared.

or

in

a

Someone

died.

eve (

she

her pallbearers. Piper

ashes, went up

native

Friday afternoon

all

thing" was, explained and was dismissed with a grunt. He kept
"

that thing" in a slot in his chair, and every time I came into the

room, he pointed at it and snorted. Later, when I had finished

my dissertation and drove twenty-six hours from the parish in

Iowa to Princeton for my orals, he blistered me for trying to
answer stupid questions. I fell from a magna to a cum.

Then, itching to get to Europe, Uncle Otto came out to Iowa,
an

spent the night, and told me what to do over there. And I did

went off

it. He had already told me where to accept a call, and when
Norma and I set out in my dad' s old' 41 Chevy to get there, he

was

Piper Cub (!)

and

land, since she had been adamant

being buried " near

room to the other. I arrived at seminar, was asked what" that

those Presbyterians." When

made me promise to wire him once we had arrived.
I loved him, though sometimes he made me feel the fool.

my father had a coronary and I went home to sub for him for
almost a year, upon my return Piper said I had gotten rusty

But, after having lost my father, my first teacher, I' ll be forever

juice up. I had four-and-a-half
years of high school and now was about to have four-and-a-half
years of graduate school. Great!
I took my comprehensives, which after reading Uncle Otto

Jesus Christ set him among those precious few who formed
the Confessing Church, got him expelled from a university
post and exiled to America. I am not saying you should have
a teacher like mine. I am just saying I could not have made it

he should have
dissertation. He had

time for the

without him, that if you need one as I did, stick to that one like

I passed my exams
I was going to Germany to study the place of Johann Tobias
Beck in biblical theology. But I had just gotten engaged to

glue, drain that teacher dry. It will make life infinitely more

and needed an extra semester to

said

stayed

home. Then it

said once

that

was

when

Norma and said I had to stay home to protect my investment,
6•
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grateful for that half-blind, scarred man whose allegiance to

exciting than going smorgasbord. Unless, of course, you' re a
genius.

Hope and Honor

The

of Hope

Possibility

By Sarah Brouwer

we have been given an

M. Div. Senior

I love this time
it' s

when

cold

of

year

enough

incredible gift in our theology:
the ability to hope...

in Minnesota;
feel

to

outside

like winter but not so cold that you start

i.

casually searching the internet for jobs
in

warmer climates.

on

my

big

brave the

familial

for

crisp,

hope becomes merely an overused talking point overshadowed

by the growing amount of suffering right in front of our eyes?

December is

of the chaos going on in our nation, the Season of Advent has
miraculously crept up on us this year, unassuming as though,
unlike the economy, it didn't want to give us one more shock

cold

a

spirit of

November

and

Enter, the Season of Advent. How could I forget? Amidst all

there are no more excuses to bake high fat goodies

gone, and

that' s

as soon as

holiday

readying ourselves to proclaim the good news of the Gospel
to future congregations, but what do we say about hope when

up
Christmas

winter

refreshing
warm,

snuggle

jog around the lakes
January rolls around, and the

movie or even

in Minneapolis. But

I love to

red sofa and watch a

I begin the

when

For 22

countdown

to spring.
the

Obama' s

we couldn' t handle. And it has seemed much more important

reveling in his poise, in awe of his integrity
myself in thoughts of hope over fear. But in the

just preparing for the Jesus we think of on the cross. We are

I had been

months

basking in

glow of

this year to remember that, in this Season of Advent, we aren't

rhetorical genius,

immersing

and

weeks,

in him

anymore,

as more and

into foreclosure,

goes

preparing ourselves for a Savior who showed up in the form
of a helpless baby. It's quite humbling to think, really, that

reality has set in, and it' s not that I don' t believe
but as the economy continues to crumble,
more people lose their jobs; as home after home

last few

these

as

the hope of the world came, not immediately in a history-

the cries

changing, sweeping gesture, but from a tiny, vulnerable new

hoping has become
hoping has started to feel

wars continue and as

our

life. So, here' s a radical thought: maybe the baby Jesus is how
we should think about hope in these troubling times. I mean,
the world isn' t going to change in an instant, and Obama can' t
fix the economy with a snap of his finger. But maybe if we

theology: the ability to hope. But in times like these, being in the

remember that hope comes in the smallest ways: in the most

Many of us at Luther
for church leadership roles,

humble, vulnerable and chaotic ways, maybe we' ll be able to

Yes we

of"

diminish, this business

can"

less

romantic,

like

work.

less Christmas-y

As Christians
business

hope

of

Seminary

are

have been

we

be

can

a

preparing

bit

and

of

given an

incredible

ourselves

Natalie Gessert

the

not vote

despise

serve,

for him. And

yet,

I must

him, but honor,

nor anger

obey and esteem him. While I did
for him, I hope because what I

not vote

is

be

evil.

extinguished

The honor of
and

caught

up

people

who

safety

the president elect... yet. He has no
presidential honor... yet. But I stand as

by tyranny or willful

one who did not vote for this man with

our

held

have

is

those beneath him. He

present,

Neither

any of our past,
or future leaders. The hope I

have is in the

Honoring
for

a

I

am called

leader
to

continues

original

we

office

will

vision

you

place

of

hold truth to be

this

to honor.

did

not vote

hope

country. That
that all

the pursuit

rights are
of

secure these rights,
rights, we

consent.

by

our

with certain unalienable rights.

That among these
and

the

self-evident,

are created equal and endowed

Creator

in

life, liberty

happiness, and to
even to honor these

institute leaders by

The

consent

is the audacity

of

of

virtue of

the governed

hope that the light

to

leader, in fact, is

certainty that, regardless of the results,

to the

I must honor the office and recognize the

effect

audacity of hope which the presidential

to serve

office of the United States of America
presents to American citizens and to
the world. So there is a compulsion to

him to

elected

final

word.

will

happiness.

as an

not what will

the

accountable

be. The economy,
social misgivings, foreign policies and
wars, all of those things will not have the
see

A

and

president

not

meant

accompanying leader, but as the
charged with the welfare of
behalf. We have

write about honor, because we would
be destined to restlessness and fear if
those of us who did not vote for this man

by the individualism

dismissed him as somehow dishonorable

captain

us,

but for

each

of

been

stands not

us and on our
affected

the age,

believing

the honor

beside

of

our

leader is in his ability to reflect our own
selves. Yet, honor does not rest in accord.
A

worthy of honor protects
to exist by whatever means he

president

my right
is able. His

integrity is

not

lost to the

questioning his judgment
disagreement. In fact, you honor
people

leader

is

no

to

report

hope throughout American history
Americans, those who did and did not
vote for Barack Obama, are yet besot with
hope. President-Elect Barack Obama has

called our attention to the audacity of
hope, yet for all of us, hope does not rest

ability to hear and
or not it results in the

news

hard to procure the status of honor and

and

of your request.

There

in his office. Turning away would be a
discourtesy to those who have worked so

your

by trusting his

respond, whether

favor

of Hope

neighbor will

nation with

generosity and care for the
not

not

find hope in these wintry times.

Audacity

fills this

which

M. Div. Senior

I did

in

precarious.

Honoring
By

gift

about

in him, but in his ability to execute the
office. Hope surely exists as he enters his
responsibilities with devotion and care.
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Perspectives

Social
s

By

/

Professor

of

My brother worked with the finances, and was amatchforour

Rhetoric

mother's keen sense for dollars and cents. Both of my siblings

My sister said,
it

was good

when

it was all over, that

to feel clean about the way we

had handled the long last ten
parents' lives.

My brother
of us were

years of our

I agreed. The three

and

fortunate:

we all

lived in the

Twin Cities, not far from our parents,

three

we were all

the

watched

now, after

they

their

living"

beloved

dependent
and more de
P
to

in

move

lives

on our

back to

remarked

that

living. I am

not

declining

and

mean?

parents as

they

are

knew what to do with the piles of statements from health care
providers stating" THIS IS NOT A BILL," but which caused our

mother great distress. We also enjoyed each other as only adult
siblings can. Once Mother saw a cockroach skittering across
the kitchen floor and had the presence of mind to step on it.
When I told my brother, I was not surprised when I returned to
the apartment after his night there and found it stripped clean
of any attractions for varmints.

None of us thought that we were winning any stars in our
crown by doing this. We knew the Fourth Commandment well.

We had lisped it as young children, including" so that thy days
may be long upon the land which the Lord thy God givest thee."
When we were young, we thought it meant obey your parents,

to

capacities,

more

but now we understood it to
mean" honor them," to make

on you,
Y

sure they kept their dignity

for

and did not have to fear we

they became

watch as

and

the process. Some who had

were gone, we could get

watch over

losing

help in

to

increasing demands

What does"

so sure.

To

able

Security

Gracia Grindal

je

with mother

about

three

months

so one

of us

could

be

her in

The Law, in its first use, is

her final days,
Y to sit together
g
beside them as they slept

given to us for good, so that

with

would abandon them.

life can flourish. Following

away, singing hymns for
them, telling funny stories
about them, enjoying our

j

this
4,

time together, talking with
each other about the three
very different

ways we

what we knew to be the right

knew

f

y

beyond

"

grief, beyond joy. It
felt truly human.
At
first,
bathing our
father' s
and
our
then

before

then I wish I had done this
or that for them but I do

not feel guilty or ashamed.
Sometimes I thought I would

die of exhaustion, but we
made it through. One should

bodies

shrunken

night

every

made

thing. I might think now and

our parents was a pleasure

mother' s

commandment

us feel clean, as my sister
said, because we were doing

probably not say we enjoyed

bed

it, but ever since, in an odd

seemed hard, and harder forway,
I have felt less connected
them because of the loss of

it

to life. Ministering to your

When my mother regretted that it was so, my
brother exclaimed that it was his duty as a son; he did the same

parents, doing your duty by them, pondering the mystery of

for his young boys,
as it should be.

as reading a book or going to a football game.

control

meant.

The three

of

each

the

same

had different

both parents,

I, being the focal child

the brunt

had done the

for him. It

was

how you have emerged from them, is as much what life is about

As I face a future when I may have to turn to my siblings and

us

relationships with
parts.

and she

the

and we

skills

and

different

naturally took our
time, and took

and single, had more

driving, the

their children for help, I have made provisions, as best I have
been able, for my financial security.But finally I have entrusted
my care to them. God has given them to me. As a Christian I

the dialysis

know that I am not the final author of my days, but that God

the emergency rooms, the hospital, the
rehab units, the waiting. Yes, the waiting. My sister, whose field

has given me those whom I can trust to care for me. I have seen

center

of

for my

care,

clinic visits,

mother,

is aging, knew the resources. I learned many things from her
about end-of-life issues and could trust her calm assessment

of the situation and ability to make suggestions as to what we
would do. It was even a pleasure to be flummoxed by her skill
with my mother. Once I had been trying to convince her that
Dad

was

dead;

homes,

a

fruitless

effort, as

I, who had worked in old

have known. My sister, without missing
a beat when Mother called her to complain about me, said
very
calmly that Dad was not dead. He was waiting for her in heaven
people' s

and

8•
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loved her just
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as much as ever!

them care for our parents. Because of that, it is easy to rest in
that trust. Or in the words of a poem I wrote while caring for
my niece and nephews:

SOCIAL SECURITY

I bend down to help you dress,
tied in knots by an old shoelace.

I'm in my prime, but not so steady
pressing against yourfragrant body.
Lean over,I tell you, raising you up
to keep me when I'm old and stooped.

Perspectives

On
By

Losing Authority

Dan Simundson

Professor Emeritus

Let

me

retirement.
extra

by saying

It is

time for

a

of coffee

cup

things

of

begin

it

have learned to love
life, time for the
in the morning, freedom to read all sorts

they

whether or not

faculty meetings

I

to attend

that

a more relaxed

to my area of study, no
papers to read. Nevertheless,

relate

and no

easy to decide to let go, to give up the attention one

was not

lose daily contact with students, staff
faculty. Perhaps, one way to describe the move from

receives as a professor, to
and other

active teacher to emeritus status

level

some

is to say that one has

given

up

of

authority.
When I think about

things come to
relationships.

mind:

When

what gives a person
position ( or

one

retires,

office),

three

all

not

authority, three
knowledge and
are

have the

and people will come

Seminary

to visit the bookstore or the
a sabbatical

to meet academic requirements and prepare them for future

study and/ or ministry. The professor gains authority from

where

I taught for 31

in

off

years,

a good preparation

I

the street

library.I remember thinking

leave is

the possessor of knowledge that they, too, want to acquire.
Once retired, people are not beating a path to your door to
gain wisdom from your vast store of knowledge. Most of the

to listen to me. But when I

am virtually unknown, a stranger who came

that

people. Students take your classes because they need to pick
your brains to learn more about some things that are necessary

time you know more than they want to know and it is easy to

teacher. When I go to a church or a conference to
to a group, I still have some authority when introduced
as an emeritus professor from Luther Seminary. So, I still get

ago

A professor has some authority because he or she knows a
lot more about a certain area of knowledge than most other

same status

speak

through Luther

managed without you for a whole year.

diminished.

as an active

walk

sabbatical, you have to work hard to let people know who you
are;" how important you are" to the institution that somehow

those who listen, take notes, ask questions and treat you as

Obviously,an emeritus professor does

invitations

Sabbaticals serve many good purposes, especially to give time
for concentrated study and writing, but they also serve a
valuable function to keep people humble. On returning from

years

for retirement.

bore them with a nuanced and complex answer to their simple
question.

Maybe the hardest thing to give up in retirement is the
authority that comes with relationships. People who know you,
who understand the way you communicate, who appreciate your

humor, and who trust you with their questions and problems
convey a strong sense of authority. It is very difficult to gain

authority with those who do not know you. Probably,what I miss
the most in retirement is my
relationship with students. I

Nobody asked me! I would have liked to keep him around longer!" exclaimed a woman
I visited during Clinical Pastoral Education at a long-term care
facility last summer. She
was telling me about her husband' s death
many years before and finally burst out with
this. I was caught up in this honest declaration; it is

to the helpless lack of

a witness

authority people often feel in the face of death. One of my most notable lessons from
this past summer came from observing how much loss is associated with
growing older.
People I visited had often lost a significant amount of independence and
autonomy: no
longer able to dress themselves, severely limited in mobility, loss of
hearing, loss of sight
and loss of
memory. When talking to residents I heard about their physical ailments
and struggles with

less autonomy, but

a spouse, a parent or a child.

more often

I heard about their sorrows in

losing
long-term

Death

still have friends and contacts

from classes going back to the
1970s, but these relationships

are almost completely lacking
with the present student body.

Even the faculty is changing;
old friends are retiring and I
am not in contact enough with

new faculty to get to know
them. I do spend some time

was often a more comfortable topic in the
Death seemed friendlier especially when it held the
possibility of seeing a loved one again. At the same time that death claimed authority
in stripping loved ones away during life, it also held the
authority to reunite these same

on campus, attend seminary

relationships.

So, let me repeat that I
love retirement. In spite of

care

facility

In

talking

sister,

because it

was closer.

about the

authority death claims I cannot help but think of my best friend' s
Leslie. Leslie died last Wednesday, December 3, 2008, at the
young age of 17 after

fighting

cancer and

the side- effects

events and recently, we have

begun a monthly lunch for
emeriti faculty.

some losses as my status has

end,

changed, it is an important

girl claimed her own
authority, planning her own funeral arrangements and
wishing her goodbyes. While it was amazing to hear how Leslie grasped the authority
she could in the shadow of death, I could not help but think of her parents and what a
wrenching loss of authority it must be to set vigil around your own child,
there

lesson to learn that no one is

is nothing you can do for her but say you love her. Leslie died
peacefully, surrounded by
her parents and two sisters. Leslie dictated her last message to her sisters so it could be
posted on her CaringBridge website and in her funeral bulletin. In it she
strongly stated
her belief in heaven and how, because of that belief, this was not goodbye but, "just see

areas of interest that I did not
have time to pursue before.
God is at work at Luther

of

chemo and radiation

for

over a year.

In the

this young

knowing

you on

the

flip

side."

on the ultimate
also

Sometimes

our own

loss

of

authority causes

authority that Christ has already prepared
stripping death of its authority once and for all.

us

a place

to lean more

for

each of us,

indispensable and that this
school will succeed very well
without me. I have found new

Seminary and in my life.

heavily

Knowing that, I can settle back

thereby

and trust others to continue
the work that I once did.

By Marie Olson, M. Div. Middler
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Authorities

Love

By Patrica Lull

Rolf Jacobson

By

Associate Professor

annual meeting
Biblical Literature this

scholar rehearsed

Ilk

argument

past

The first day I walked onto the Luther
Seminary campus in the winter of 2001 1
enjoyed a measure of authority that simply
came with being called to the position of
Dean of Students. It is an authority that

a tired version of an

goes

something

like this: We have to read the Scriptures on
behalf of the oppressed( in this version, the

allows me to weigh the needs of students

looking for themes

as well as the mission goals of the seminary against the

the disabled). We do this by

oppressed were

Society

weekend,

the

of

that I have heard more than once

the years. The argument

over

Dean of Students

Old Testament

of

At the
of
a

Accountable to Others

Wisdom

and

against the standards of the institution,

remove all

lived experience of students within this context. In that role

level playing field.
the argumenttiredwas that there

I do not just speak my own opinions; I speak as the Dean of

that hierarchies are necessary or might even be
good. Paul Lehmann wrote of " reciprocal responsibilities"

community.It is authority that is accountable to others, which
is why my mind is open to the ideas of others even when that
means I need to say" I blew it" on some decisions.

that can liberate them from oppression in

hierarchies

and

to place everyone

Whatmade this versionof

order

to

on a

Students. But even that authority needs the confirmation of a

was no sense

think of

and suggested we

times

dependent

we are

dependent on

hierarchies, in

multiple

on others and at other

which at

times

I also enjoy the privilege of a second kind of authority. It

they are

is the authority that grows out of my experience as a pastor,

us.

My guess is that the scholar who mouthed her way through

a Christian and a leader in this and other communities. Am

hierarchies from her
responsible

I old enough to be considered a wise woman? It surprises me
whenever I realize that I am one of the senior leaders at Luther

a positive learning environment, fostering
learning, evaluating and assessing such learning and

Seminary. As I prepare to go to work each day I pray for that
kind of wisdom, knowing that my actions and decisions do

ensuring what is learned is accountable to a school' s mission
and curriculum. All of these responsibilities require nuanced

impact the lives of others. Nothing means more to me here

hierarchical relationships and

complex web

my judgment, my integrity, have helped someone else see the
way forward in their own life. That kind of authority becomes

I

credible only in dialogue with others. For all those exchanges I

the argument has

for

classroom,

not

example.

removed

all

After

the teacher is

all,

for creating
student

proper use of

The best teachers I have had
of

these

strive

managed

reciprocal responsibilities with

to do the

than those occasional words from others that suggest that

authority.

the

love

and wisdom.

remain incredibly grateful.

same.

Distinguishing Authorities
By Richard Bliese
President

of

Luther

these

yes,

Seminary

powers

are

authority ( those who choose to assert

actually given,

persuasive leadership),
are confronted with an anomaly: they

legally, to the President just like they

constructive,

similarly given to pastors, teachers
( in their classrooms), parents, doctors,
are

Three

used

to

the

authority
Presidents

given

to

oversight

of

respective

that

is,

Presidents
to

authority

lead.

sense of " care

may

be

functions

seen

of

Nevertheless,
mostly

with

perpetuation
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they
healthy
of

an
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our

the
and

demands

within

and

are

I enjoy

Luther

Seminary

are

concerned

conservation

and

institution. And,

power and all who hold coercive power

in both

accountable

Directors
as

brings

our

find their ability to lead is clouded by

trustees.

distinguished

and

and

and

In

fact. Genuine leadership rests
on persuasion, and the responses to

from

that

administration,
with

it

persuasion

another

"

be bestowed. It can be expected
a job description but it does not

belong"

of

the

to

great

anybody. Of course, one
tests of leadership is that

somebody follows; they are persuaded.
Following is voluntary. Thus strong

leadership

can

bring unity and clarity of

purpose, while uncertain

bring disorder
Presidents,

leadership

can

everyone

voluntary, not

holding coercive power attempts to lead,
"

there is apt to be the unasked question,
Where is the hidden agenda?" " Must I
do this?"

For Presidents, therefore, it is helpful

to rightly distinguish their authorities,
especially within any given situation:
the

authority

administration

of
or,

management

and

conversely,

the

persuasive power of leadership.

and chaos.
and

are, again,

coerced. Consequently, when any person

of

to serve"). These

They

for them by

and most

authority. That authority comes
from persuasion. This kind of authority
type

cannot

maintenance

of

management

the

administration,

I' m held

Leadership,

from

the

other

are charged by law with managing
and administering the institution, and
they stand in the position of ultimate
responsibility. They possess coercive

leaders

authority figures"

Board

it

the President.

much

words,

control.

with

terribly important functions
them very

their

given

civic

public and ecclesiastical arenas.

or " service" (

and

as

other "

their

administer

administrare, meaning"

two, management

business leaders,

institutions;

implies

carries

for"

in

are

manage,

Management

Administration

are

words

commonly
in reference

given

Worship

Presiding

Grace

By Dirk Lange
Associate Pr° fess° rofWorship

The presider is witness to what

In Luther' s commentary

on

the Fourth

baptism has inaugurated

Commandment in the Large Catechism, we

witness a surprising admonition. Though the

in the life Of the assembly.

larger part of the commentary explains to
children and youth the benefits of honoring
of respecting authority, the final paragraphs are
directed toward parents."...[ Do] not imagine that the parental
office is a matter of your pleasure and whim"( Large Catechism,
409). The one in authority has received a" strict commandment

what happens to the Word and the sacraments? What becomes
of the assembly' s role in proclamation?

parents,

and

injunction

mutual

respect

between

of

God."

and

parent and children

insights into the
For Lutherans, the

some

Luther' s insistence

Applying

nurture

role of

on

Whether ordained leader or lay assistant, musician or any
other ministry office within the body of Christ, the presider' s
role is perhaps best exemplified by two figures from the Gospel
of John: Mary anointing Jesus' feet ( John 12) and John the
Baptist( John 1). " The next day [ John the Baptist] saw Jesus

the

demanded in the relationship

to. the

the

realm of

worship,

we gain

coming toward him

presider.

role of presider

is

deeply

connected

to

and

declared, " Here is the Lamb of God

who takes away the sin of the world! This is he of whom I said,
After me comes a man who ranks ahead of me because he was
before me"'( John 1: 29-30). John never points to himself but to

the

nature of the assembly. The assembly, according to The Use
of the Means of Grace( or UMG, the current worship statement
of the ELCA), is a gathering of the baptized that participates

the one who comes after,to the Lamb of God. Then Mary,in her

in the

ways:

pastoral gesture, focuses all attention not on her gift, not on

reading, praying, singing, thanking, receiving, professing,
believing and living these things out. The whole assembly is
involved in the act of presiding.

herself, but on the One who is preparing to die." The house was

proclamation of

the Word

of

God in

multiple

filled with the fragrance of the perfume"( John 12:3). Through
her gesture, the whole house witnesses to the life and death of

Presiding is not about power or authority, position or
influence. The presider is witness to what baptism has
inaugurated in the life of the assembly. This means presiding
is

not,

first

of

all,

about

techniques

or

mechanical

ritual

Presiding is a question of awareness; awareness of
the assembly as body of Christ and of the mystery of the cross
gestures.

that is unfolding in their lives.
The presider is not the center

in

services where

Jesus. Mary,in her" presiding," points us toward the cross.
How are we, Mary or John the Baptist in the midst of the
worshiping assembly? Pointing always toward the Word,
the presider will form the assembly in a life of discipleship.
"

Baptism inaugurates a life of discipleship in the death and
Christ"( UMG, 14A). The presider continually

resurrection of

invites the assembly into this baptismal disruption of their

worship. We have all been
the focus has been on the performance of
of

the preacher or presider. However, if the

presider

is the focus,

lives, into the forgiveness of sins, into reconciliation and into
welcome of the stranger. The presider, like a parent, leads the

assembly into service of God and neighbor, God and world.

ological Superhero of the Month:
PO ' E ` IL 1" Al"A' `JOIN TH1: RAT" 1117ANEDIC7 XVI
Has the power to bind and loose sin in Jesus' name
i'

Will send his armies of Monsignors to attack
Gores critics with his Papal Dull

5wing5 that crosier wicked hard

Drives souped up, super spiritual Popemobile
Knows all the good hiding places in the Vatican apartments
Had the power to speak through the mouth of John Paul If

Though from Bavaria, his sausage making skills are sub- par

When we think he wears the" papal pants", it really means" choir dress with red summer papal
mozzetta, embroidered stole, and stylish red pope- pumps"

Began ecumenical discussions with a karaoke rendition of" Highway to Hell'

Got in trouble when introducing the Latin Blessing: Urbi et Orbi, 5choop- doobet-dooby.
Everyone has the power to bind and loose sins in Jesus' name

Mo' money, rnd problems
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Opinion and Resource

Grassroots

in America during the early 1800s, it

congregational

consisted

of

today we are still faced with this exact

together

into

Kari Aanestad

By

M. Div. Junior

I have

a problem with

One

of

have

the

and

problem with

churches

fascinating

learned

ever

German

authority.
struggles I

involves

about

our

in the

church,

me

first

express:

off

Lutherans).
spread

had

who

history

church

As

settled,

time

and

passed

the Lutheran

Lutherans began

and

based
than

come

a

structured

and organization.

As a political science student at Augsburg

Eielsen, however, strongly believed in the
right of a congregation to lead itself, call

depths of

Lutheran

the
of

academic research
church' s

continual

synodical

mergers, often

based

in

a centralized,

hierarchical

endowed with power

Elling

and preach

church

to enforce

and create order, or should we

authority.
Lutheranism first emerged

By Colin

leaders

and

Our ancestors of the early church were
with the question: Should we have

to decisions

same question. Our current structure
favors the old Norwegian method of a

church hierarchy with bishops, pastors
and other official leaders. Undoubtedly
there are pros and cons to any method
of structure, but as a good student of

body

policies

have

an

this question to the future and current

leaders of the ELCA: What are we doing
to embolden our laity? Do we have too
much authority? One of the first things
I learned as a Resident Adviser ( RA)

in college was the fastest way to create
community is to help one' s residents feel
as if they are important and needed in
the community.A way of doing this is by
giving them authority over some matters.
Let them lead the conversations.

After all, we are all functioning
members in the body of Christ.

autonomous church body with greater

but

Reading,

own

leaders

faced

on questions of

When

of

the Gospel.

I discovered

story consists
divisions and

reaction

Followers

Hans Nielsen Hauge

its

church

question the method that favors top level
authority. So, I will push back against
our current structure and boldly pose

Norway,

especially when it comes to all
things Norwegian-American Lutheran.

and ordain

a

ethnicities.

from

nerd,

College I decided for my senior thesis
to research the history of the ELCAs
internal structure of authority. In the

As

the liberal arts I am taught to naturally

began to push for a centralized
body to instill some sort of order

such as

power?

similar

on

hierarchical

traditionally

too far, let

I am a church

affiliations (

grouping together
ideologies
rather

Those

Before I trail

grouped

according to
Swedish

synods

immigrants

very own Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America and its wrestle with authority
church.

pockets

Lutherans, Norwegian Lutherans

speaking, the Lutheran
has
church
also
a
most

church

ethnic

respective

Historically

authority.

Authority

not

for

class...
Jesus Wants to Save Christians is not what you would

Grangaard

expect. Bell is doing something new, even different than he

M. Div. Senior

Young

has done in his other two books and if you have not seen it
yet, you should take a look next time you are in a bookstore.

Adult ministry and edgy Christian teaching tools. You know
him best as the guy from the NOOMA series. He is stylish and

through a Biblical approach before any other theological

Rob Bell is, at the moment, the` Michael Phelps' of

Biblical themes

presents

with panache.

Mars Hill Bible Church, has

His

mega-church,

Rob Bell introduces Jesus' saving work in the world
claims start to come into play. In narrative form, he

young adult

introduces prophets and the promises of God' s Messiah. He

ministry that recognizes grace as the primary form
of Christ' s work for us through the Bible.

leads us through Biblical texts of captivity and bondage by

a reputation as a

centered

He has

written

two other books, Velvet Elvis and Sex God,

which are rich with

systematic

down-to-earth

theology

made clear

explanations of complex

through image,

metaphor

retelling of Biblical narratives. Rob Bell' s new
book, Jesus Wants to Save Christians was published this
and clear

fall. By

luck, it

happens that Rob Bell

empires and then challenges us to see the empire of which

we are a part. I was most convicted when he drew out the
image of the " mark of the beast." He identified the marks

received by slaves, soldiers and merchandise in the market
place

in the Roman Empire

Jesus

or

and

Bell asks, " Who is Lord?

Caesar? Whose way is the way?" Bell guides us to a

writes about

sacramental theology where we are led in a new way by the

receiving Jesus into our midst and speaking justice to power
as our theme this month is the Fourth Commandment.

forgiveness of sins we receive in the Body and Blood of the

sheer

When I

so

up Jesus Wants to Save Christians, I was
immediately a little anxious( It sounded a little too
picked

fire

for my liking.)
Thankfully, the focus is Jesus' saving. Just like
and

brimstone

his

or exclusivist

other publications,

his

style

is

clear, attention-getting and uses
some

unique

help

us

through

y

12 •
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techniques

hear

his

the

to

voice

printed

Eucharist. There's more, take a look for yourself.
Taste and see, the book is good.

I am constantly captivated by Rob Bell's style
because he stays so close to the text by retelling
the stories through detailed narration, then he

goes one step further and illustrates the issues,
themes and details by drawing contemporary
parallels that convict and set free. This is a

resource that I plan to use for preaching and for
groups. I think there is plenty you would
find helpful within it too.

Health and Finance

Faith

Money

and

Possessed

Heavenly

Tips for a Healthy Holiday

Possessions?

by

By Karen Treat

Hoffman

By Jerry

Peace

Seminary Parish Nurse

Director of Center for Stewardship Leaders

Why

Come to me, all you who are

in the

are we

conversations about

church

reluctant to engage

i

the relationship between faith and

directly?"
The comments by Robert Wuthnow in a 1991
Christian Century article, Pious Materialism, ring

weary and burdened, and I will
give you rest."

money matters more

true today. He wrote, " Now, faced

with a multitrillion-

dollar national debt, we have apparently decided that
president

has been

to

elected

to repent.

and poets call us

faith

divided voice. The subject evokes deep
On the one hand, the sentiment prevails

Make new ones if they seem life-giving.
Set aside expectations. Try to accept family
members and friends as they are. Chances are they

should

put our

money and material possessions? And
play in guiding our thinking?"

If money talks, it does

what role,

if any,does

religious

so with a

ambivalence within many people.
that American culture emphasizes money and material goods too much.
On the other hand, most individuals are themselves terribly interested in
money, and few seem able to decide when enough is enough. Faith, too, has

in these matters, but often it is one that can scarcely be heard."
searched for reasons why the church has failed to attend to
this issue. After in-depth interviews of 150 persons across a broad spectrum
of religious leaders, he concluded there were five reasons for the failure:
a voice

Wuthnow

1.

Money is

2.

Money and morality are kept in

3.

People

4.

Clergy may be fearful of seeming too interested in money.
Stewardship has lost much of its meaning.

5.

Are his

considered too personal to

separate compartments.

between faith

and money.

money and possessions a great deal. Jesus knew the danger of idolatry
and how easily we become possessed by possessions. We cannot be silent.
open conversation about

most

difficult. The

financial
What

church ought

practices.

do

value

stewardship

How do

to

we earn

of

money seems to be

faithfully

one of the

address all aspects of our

it? How do

we share, save, spend

it?

to it? The money entrusted to us is to be used for

we give

God' s purposes.

At Luther

Stewardship

encouraging every student to have a Financial
Coach. A coach is a confidential friend who will provide a safe
we

are

place where students can practice

from

matters

Luther

a

faith

Seminary

perspective.

students

have

having

a conversation about

financial

We claim the" wisest and best

prepared

a

friend

is

who

a

financial stewardship

coach."

Jerry Hoffman,

Director for the Center for

Silva-Breen, Director
Director

of

Financial Aid,

of

Financial Aid

intersection
Things to

of

Faith

and

check out

Stewardship Leaders, Bill
Kennedy, Assistant

Erica

serve as regular contributors as we muse at

Money.

this

www.youtube. com(

and

and

overwhelmed

Remember healthy habits. Don't let the
holidays become a dietary free-for-all. Continue to

the

activity.

Take a breather. Pray and breathe. While you

may not have time every day for a silent night, make
some time for yourself. Spend just fifteen minutes
alone without distractions. Take a walk at night and

stargaze. Listen to soothing music. Find something
that clears your mind, slows your breathing and
restores your calm.

Acknowledge your feelings. You don't have

to force yourself to be happy just because it's the
holiday season.
Seek support. If you feel isolated or down, seek

out family members and friends. Attend worship for
spiritual renewal. Ask for help at holiday gatherings.
You don' t have to go it alone.

Seek professional help if you need it. If you

find yourself feeling persistently sad or anxious,
peed by physical complaints, unable to sleep,
irritable and hopeless, or unable to keep a daily

depression.

stewardship
for the 21st Century)

www. luthersem. edu/ student_services/ coach. asp?m=

Financial

will understand if you can't do certain projects

mental health professional. You may have clinical

Me)

www. luthersem, edu/

Stewardship

gifts and other items. Give homemade gifts or start a
family gift exchange.
Learn to say no. Believe it or not, people

routine for several weeks, talk to your doctor or

month:

Financial Coaches

Stick to a budget. Before you go shopping,
decide how much money you can afford to spend on

get plenty of sleep and schedule time for physical

today?

Biblical stewardship emphasizes the reality that all we have and all
we are have been entrusted to us by God. In scripture Jesus referred to

An

are feeling the effects of holiday stress too.

or activities. If you say yes only to what you really
want to do, you' ll avoid feeling resentful and

be discussed openly.

seldom think about connections

conclusions valid

December is here and the campus appears weary.
How do we honor the blessed season of waiting? As
you look ahead at the month, keep in mind some of
these helpful strategies to keep the tension down and
the wonder of Advent on top.
Be realistic. Keep the traditions that work.

issues

occupy our attention. A new
financial house in order; preachers
But what do Americans really think about

pocketbook

Matthew 11: 28

Stewardship Coaching)

3020

For more information on depression and the
visit:
www.depression-guide.coml

holidays,

depression-holidays,htm
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Entertainment

Sweet Sound of Speculation

Authority: Voice of a Generation

By Jeni Grangaard

808s & Heartbreak

M. Div. Senior

I used to like songs like" Shine, Jesus Shine" and" Here I am,

Lord." I used to, but we sang them so many times in campus
ministry that their track wore dull in my mind. Singers and
songwriters these days feel the same dull track when asked" So,
influenced you?" It's similar to our candidacy paperwork

who

that

to

asks us

answer

the questions

over and over again:"

@~

So,

tell us your call story." Singers and songwriters get asked who
influenced them over and over again and over and over again

they say, almost without fail, Bob Dylan.
Bob Dylan is the authority in music. All current roads lead
to him. This past week witnessed the death of Odetta, folk
an

interview in 1978, Bob Dylan

turned

me on

5J

In

and civil rights singer, activist and voice of a generation.

The first thing that

said, "

to folk singing Was Odetta" ( New York Times,

12/ 3/ 08). She appears in the 2005 Scorsese bio-documentary No
Direction Home toting only a guitar and her voice as she sings
and` whomps' through the song" The Water Boy." She was the
voice of a generation now past but still alive in the hearts and

songs of many. I would be remiss not to mention this year' s
witness to the death of Miriam Makeba, South Africa' s diva
anti-Apartheid generation.

the

and voice of

No Direction Home traces Dylan' s

career

from its

long-term relationship with fiance Alexis Phifer certainly

in

genesis

led to a sea change for Mr. West. A picture of Kanye with his
mama" adorns the final page of liner notes. This album is
mature, vulnerable and honest. The inclusion of heartbreak in

Hibbing, MNand record stores near the University of Minnesota
to his near fatal motorcycle accident. The documentary itself
from black

changes

from"

acoustic

into

and white

Bob Dylan

color as

,

shifts

the album' s title is understandable.

troubadour to electric surrealist"( Peter Relic,

On his

Rolling Stone, 9/ 8/ 2005). This move was met by great resistance,
feelings

betrayal

of

doubt

and no

great

doubt in the One

who

to the Civil Rights era.

gave voice

generation

been honest; West shares his own struggle with religion in

anything, it' s that the
cannot be mandated by the generation.

If Bob Dylan teaches

voice of

us

a

Fast forward to this generation. In an interview on November

Two
Kanye

weeks

West' s

this decade, I

later

fourth

Late Registration

destination
needed rest

difference;

of

came

and

Hip-Hop

will

the

be the loudest
album.

studio

Graduation
greatness,

stop. Just from the

College

Dropout,

to a

Heartbreak is

a

album cover one could glean the

bear but

rather a

heart

listen has the listener wondering if it
is, in fact, Mr. West who has woken up in this album. Known

for his
shifts

quick

crack wise

lyrics

and undiscriminating samples,

he

his focus to singing through the Auto-Tune machine that

corrects pitch.

In his

review of

different, but Kanye has always pushed the envelope. Scharen

notes West' s ability to creatively shift the acceptable boundaries
in music, breaking stereotypes, pointing to his turning of Daft

hip-hop# 1. The 808s of the album' s title is a reference to the
TR-808 Drum Machine which paces the album.

I' m

not sure

the album, Stephen Colbert says, "

album? You can

a tin can

your ear and

Why
basically hear it for free. Just put

lean

against a

Pac-Man

machine."

if Kanye' s drastic

shift

in 808s&

Heartbreak

will be met with as much resistance and feelings of betrayal as
Bob Dylan' s shift from folk to rock, but it's clear that the change
will not deter Kanye' s quest to be the voice of this generation,
of this decade.

To be sure this is Kanye' s most vulnerablejand

revealing album, finding its power and authority
the same

lyrics =

buy Kanye' s
to

Jesus Walks"; he also shares his disdain over the glorification
in " Everything I Am". 808s& Heartbreak sounds

Punk' s techno lines in " Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger" to a

Heartbreak,

leading Kanye

then 808s&

no more mascot or cartoon

being broken. A

If

were

voice."

808s &

of

release

"

of violence

12th of this year, Kanye West said," I realize that my place and
position in history is that I will go down as the voice of this
generation, of

blog, " Faith As a Way of Life", Luther Prof. Chris

Scharen notes that what hasn' t changed for Kanye is his pace
of change." 808s& Heartbreak" is honest, but Kanye has always

old equation: great production +

crack

success, but in his honesty and creativity

pushes musical

boundaries

and

tries something

ne .

different, but it's also good and worth listening to.
it a three-and-a-half out of 5.

This comes, of course, in reaction to Colbert' s quest to be the
voice of

the generation, of this decade, and has

culminated

in a " Humble Kanye" campaign reminiscent of the Green
Screen Challenge of 2006: " Rock and Awe: Countdown to

0000

Guitarmageddon" against The Decemberists.

Why

the departure? 2008

proved

Kanye. The untimely death

of

complications after plastic

surgery
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his

to be a

mother,

rough

year

for

Donda West, due to

as well as

the

end of

his

Note: So as not to confuse me as an authority in music, in the last
issue I misspelled Ozzy Osbourn. Thanks for your polite and
gentle rebuke.

Events

Concord Events Calendar
By Anna Marsh
M.A. Senior

12/ 13

Thru 2/ 1

Start the

holiday

toward giving rather than
getting. Plymouth Christian Youth Center hosts a Christmas Gift
Sale each year for families in North Minneapolis. PCYC is a service
season

right, orient

your

Rice Park in Downtown Saint Paul becomes a winter wonderland a
la Rockefeller Center with free ice skating ( skate rental is $ 2), giant
Christmas tree and all. If this won't melt a heart, I'm not sure what will.

organization with many ties to Luther Seminary. Since 1954, it has been a
light in the darkness of its North Minneapolis community. This seasonal
operation is literally
breathtaking; learn more about how you can chip in at

Need a break from the non-stop holiday talk?You' re in luck—not everything
is Xmas-oriented!

www.pcyc-mpls.org/ events.htm

Okay, this happens

year—I see

the horizon

with more

a

every
it fills me

the Christmas craze

looming large

on

dread than anticipation. I' m not exactly
Hallmark-style Christmas kind of gal( if anyone got me a commemorative
and

especially one that sings or lights up, you can just go ahead
it now). I fancy myself a bit more low-maintenance: give me
people, good food, hot chocolate,_cozy sweaters... and the
Amy Grant

ornament,

and return

good

If your shopping budget is cutting into your entertainment funds, my
never-fail fallback is in full form this month. Because, you know,why would
they stop being fabulous now? The Minneapolis Institute of Arts has
three new exhibits: one on the diversity of India, one featuring pieces from
the Louvre, and a collection of prints by Matisse and Rembrandt. General
admission is always free, but some of the special exhibits have an admission
fee. www.artsmia.org

Christmas albums, and I'm as spirit-of-the-season-y as the next person.
Luckily, our cities are offering a whole host
these

weeks

before I

remember

how

much

of off-the-beaten-path events

in

I love Christmas.

conducting yourself with grace in the midst of insanity as anything else.

Weekends 12/ 13- 12/ 21
Heart

of

Weekends thru 12/ 21
The holidays can be as much about obligations, family expectations and

the Beast Theatre does a twist on the typical Christmas pageant.

Step back and laugh at it all with the Bryant-Lake Bowl's parody of Jane
Austen in Pride and Plot of Pointlessness.$ 15.

La Natividad is inspired by the Lake Street neighborhood in which HOTB
has been

teaching

and

learning

what

1973.$ 15-25. Wed- Sat, 6: 30. More info

is

and

the heart

at

tickets

of

community

since

at www.hobt.org

generation with a chance to see what it's like when the media relentlessly

Thru 12/ 19
The Museum

1/ 6- 1/ 11
The State Theatre is doing a production of Frost/ Nixon, presenting a new

Russian Art is showing an

of

exhibit of

icons, Transcendent

pursues a president for no good reason.$ 21- 61. Or, you know, save yourself
fifty bucks and go see the movie, which came out last weekend.

Art. Thanks to a generous donation from Luther alums, Jack and Helen
Hustad, Luther

students get

free

admission( with your

ID) to the

museum.

Closed Sundays.

n the next

CONCORD:

Thru 12/ 21
The Bryant-Lake Bowl' s annual stage adaptation
The Santaland Diaries will remind you why, no

of

David Sedaris' s

matter

what,

it' s

better to work in the church than in retail. $ 13- 15. Weds, Thurs, Sun.

Its' been a rough holiday, but put down the fruitcake.
Our next issue is all about:

www.bryantlakebowL com

Murder

Weekends thru 1/ 10
We

all

New

have coping

Workshop' s

mechanisms;
annual

I' m

holiday

partial

to

production

snark.

In that spirit, Brave

All I Want for Christmas is

Nog- wielding relatives arrive. Cheeks are pinched and Aunt Erma

700Billion Dollars. Our 50th Noel.$ 25-27. www.bravenewworkshop.com

wants an uncomfortably buxom embrace. Uncle Larry gets a
strange look of satisfaction while carving the Christmas goose.

If traditional

holiday fare is

The look gets stranger when Uncle Ned brings over the" mini-

holiday

to

of

concerts

calendars at www.citypages.com or

possibilities.

there are literally dozens
too many to share here. Peruse the
www.vita.mn for a veritable panoply of

more your scene,

attend—way

And then there

are

the

old stand-bys:

chainsaw knife" to" help" And if your family doesn't get to you

first, the lard- packed pecan pie crust and assortment of buttery
treats will get their licks from the inside out. By this point, many of
you weigh the relative merits of surviving the holidays...

12/ 19- 21
The Classic Nutcracker runs this weekend, courtesy of Ballet Minnesota.
It' s a bit pricy but always an extremely good production. $ 15 and
up.

www.balktminnesota. org

Our next issue is all about life: taking life, squandering life, life's
direction and yes, preserving life. What is this life for? What is it
when life is taken by fear, force or misfortune? What about when
life is preserved, protected and proliferated? Fear not, we aren' t

asking for your call story, so put down the cheese knife and write

Weekends thru 12/ 21
Tis the

season

to freeze

your nibs off... at

the Holidazzle Parade. It

runs

an article for the next issue of the Concord!

along Nicollet Mall between 12th and 4th Streets. Free. 6:30 PM, nightly.

Articles are due Wednesday, January 7.
Thru 12/ 31
An

but

the Guthrie' s

production of A Christmas Carol is
throw Scrooge' s way. Tues-Sat,$ 29 and up.
www.guthrietheaterorg. Shadowlands is also still
running through 12/ 21.
oldie

well worth

a goodie,

the pennies

you' ll

If interested in being solicited for articles in the future,
please send an e- mail to concord@Iuthersem. edu.

pay rate is$ 15 per article with up to 300 words
and$ 25 per article with more than 300 words.
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Table Talk

Down the Hill

The Concord

What

would

be

first

your

act as

supreme world ruler?

Luther Seminary
through younger eyes

you Shall Not Tre s p a s s

I would have someone bring me
a sandwich."

John Simonson
M. Div. Middler
r

I would develop Tube
Technology for travel. That or
flying cars, because we should
have those already."

u

ti

Andrew Schensted
e

M. Div. Senior

Della and Bjorn Christ
Children of Peter and Anne Christ

I

would

depose

Sitting around the dinner table the other night, our family

myself."

talked a little bit about authority, and the ten commandments.

Mark Lund

Peter asked the kids to tell him the ones they knew; They
thought for awhile, and Della said, " Remember, Bjorn? They

M. Div. Middler

hanging in our Sunday School!" Then Bjorn said, " You
shall not trespass." And Della said," You shall not murder. But

were

you can kill outside your species. How else would the pilgrims
have survived?!" After that, Peter took it upon himself to read

to the kids the commandments from the Bible, at which point
Abolish

the kids immediately lost interest and began wrestling on the

snow."

floor.

Anita Smallin

When we got them off the floor we talked about the fourth

2008 Graduate

commandment: Honor your father and mother. So we asked
the kids," Who is in charge of you?"
Immediate response:" You guys!"

We asked if Della( nearly 10) has authority over her younger
brother Bjorn ( almost 8),
WAY!" But Della' s

I

would make

second

Steve Nash
in

m

and

response

is

he practically screams, " No
Older kids might

reasoned: "

Y

have authority, because they are better at making decisions."

command."

Della quickly decides that she likes being a kid, though, and

Dave Purcell

would rather leave the responsibility to the adults. She says,
I would get stressed out just deciding what to have for dinner

M. A. Senior

every night." Welcome to my world, Della!
Bjorn, on the other hand, thinks he would relish the

opportunity to be in a position of authority because he could
have lots of parties, go to bed at midnight, drink lots of
Mountain Dew

Whyou
mean would?
at d o
y
Don' t
i

you mean

Bill Silva- Breen
Director

of

Financial Aid

WAS?"

CONCORD

lots

of

ice

cream and pears."

He also

after school. I wonder who he thinks would be up to party with

him. Surely not his mother!
When asked who is in charge at our house, they agreed that

both mom and dad are, and that' s the way it should be. I think
they' re right.

16 •

and eat

says that if he were in charge he' d send his sister to bed right

